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NEED MORE ZOMBIE NEWS?
Terror4fun... We’re more than just the Zombie Times...
This year once again looks like it is going to be truly
to make a Zombie’ and ‘The Sandwich Bags of Pain’
gore-some and it is thanks to YOU that we are leaping respectively with ‘The fun of Maiming 101’ a demonstrafrom strength to strength...
tion of how using pain and props
Things are hectic in Zombie HQ
make for a fuller, and more gory
as you would expect BUT there’s
film experience... We are still
no excuses for missing Zombie Ed
waiting for confirmation, but this
and the Terror4fun Team at an
would be in Feb 2013 in both
event near you soon... If you are
Leicester and Bristol...
reading this then you are one of
Twitter
more than 13,000 subscribers to
As far as Social Media is conthe Zombie Times that likes
cerned, over the past 12 months
what we do, but we are doing
Zombie Ed has been on Twitter,
much more this year...
and almost 550 people have
Zombie Events
signed up to listen to his rantings
In August we all hope to be
(@ZombieEdUk) As a result of
heading down to London during
this Terror4fun is running some
the Bank Holiday weekend to
exclusive offers for its Twitter
Followers & Facebook members!
attend Film 4s: Frightfest the
Facebook
13th... There is likely to be some
zombie action there and, of
On Facebook our ‘Terror4fun: UK
course, where there is zombie
Zombie Events’ page has become
carnage then Terror4fun is never
a hub for UK Zombie events and
far behind...
Zombie info in general... If you
have not joined then you should,
Day of the Undead, the 6th UK
Zombies burst from the lift at the Day of the Undead
we love any zombie news that
Festival of Zombie Culture is
you have from anywhere in the world, film trailers,
going to be held on November 17th in Leicester’s
immense Phoenix Square venue and this week we have competitions, films needing help and support, book
releases and zombiewalk news. Get your message out
finalised the first film of the event and we know you
there to serious dead-heads through us...
are going to go mental for this one... We also have at
IN SUMMARY... The last 12 months, it has been chaotic
least two authors coming down and with beer
promotions, retro gaming, gaming on the big screen
but fun, we have seen good zombie films and some real
and tonnes of new stuff then it should not be missed...
stinkers too, but that’s the nature of the genre that we
Into the New Year and it looks like Zombie Ed will be
love and that Zombie Ed calls home... See you soon...
following his Make Up and SFX demos called ‘How not

ZOMBIE Trailer of the Issue:

http://youtu.be/iudndkDK2kc

If you want more news at it happens
then please join the group:
www.facebook.com/2361831622
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Up and coming
Zombie events
Just email us at ed@terror4fun.com to let us know
about your zombie events. We’ll make sure they
appear in front of more than 13,000 people...
Film 4: Frightfest the 13th
June 8th, 2012. Opening and Closing Films announced.
http://www.frightfest.co.uk/
Plague of The Zombies DVD/Blu Ray Release of this
Hammer Classic. June 18th, 2012 by StudioCanal
See back page for more details...
Film 4: Frightfest the 13th
June 29th, 2012. Full line up of films announced.
http://www.frightfest.co.uk/
ZOMBIES NEEDED: FILMING
July 1st, 2012. Job Satisfaction. Devon...
More details in this issue...
https://www.facebook.com/groups/389175211123127/
Shock and Gore Festival
July 6th to the 9th, 2012. The Electric Cinema, Birmingham.
The UKs oldest working cinema.
www.theelectric.co.uk
Film 4: Frightfest the 13th...
August Bank Holiday Weekend.
http://www.frightfest.co.uk/
Game—Resident Evil 6.
20th November, 2012. Release date for the long awaited
game. More details as we get them...
Folkestone Zombie Walk—Film 4 the Dead
November 3rd, 2012...
A Zombiewalk and Shaun of the Dead Screening...

The 6th UK Festival of Zombie Culture.
November 17th, 2012. Leicester’s PHOENIX SQUARE.
2012s Day of the Undead. Check our website for details
of Last Years Event... www.terror4fun.com

@ZombieEdUk
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The Zombie Times, May 2012
Hey there Zombie Fans,
its almost the summer and things are beginning to swing in the house of the rising
corpse… The start of the year is always a bit quiet, I think people are still recovering
from Halloween, and the New Year and things seem to slow down slightly from then…
But suddenly it is the time of year when we are all going to find out
what is going to be shown at Frightfest and we have our fingers
crossed it will be zombies… Here’s hoping…
Enter the competitions, tell your friends about us and spread the word
that Zombies are alive and kicking… See you soon, more than 13,000
subscribers can’t be wrong…
Keep on rotting in the Free World,
Zombie Ed and the Terror4
Terror4fun Team
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“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:
http://4d4films.com/films/in-the-event-of-a-zombie-attack/
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Win an amazing ‘jack’
horror print courtesy of
under the floorboards
More details can be found
on the Terror4fun website

Would you be a last survivor?
in character, it is a totally immersive experience. Under
the armed guard of specialty unit, the C.I.D.C and
safely behind the blast doors of the bunker, you can
breathe a sigh of relief and start to live a normal life…
Just as long as nothing goes wrong…
During the experience you’ll be thrown into the middle
of a zombie movie. Characters you’ll love to hate, difficult decisions, story changing events and all the great
cliches that make watching horror so fun! You will not
be fighting the zombies directly, the C.I.D.C are locked,
loaded and will do their best to keep you safe.
Do you have what it takes to survive?
www.thelastsurvivors.co.uk and
www.facebook.com/thelastsurvivors
The Last Survivors is the most realistic ‘film like Zombie
Survival’ experience in the UK.
We have always wanted to think that in an outbreak
that we would be the last one standing... But now its
time to end the arguments in the pub and make it a
reality...
You have survived the initial outbreak, escaped the
infected and are now following a radio transmission
through the desolate wastes of England… Your destination? A military bunker in the Essex countryside. Pray
you don’t encounter any infected along the way. These
zombies don’t shamble, they are out for your blood.
With increasing numbers of infected starting to move
from the towns across the fields let's hope you make it
there in time.
From the moment you arrive at the base you will be
thrown into the apocalypse, everyone you meet will be

Competition Time
For 2 chances to win tickets see the comps inside the
back cover of this Zombie Times.
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The British (Zombies) Are Coming!
Hit British comedy
zombie movie Stag
Night of the Dead has
been released this
week on DVD in the
USA and Canada. The
award winning zombie romp has been
winning over fans in
Europe since its release
in January and is now
set to invade North
America with its
quirky and unique mix
of beer, boobs and
brainssss!
Available exclusively
though Amazon, the
DVD includes directors
commentary as well as behind the scenes features including photos and videos.

Dystopia 2013: The Movie
New York City multiaward winning filmmaker, Johnno Zee
(Redneck Carnage,
Zombie Hunger,
Momo, The Johnno
Show, Paranorm and
the Vignette Project
series) will take on
new ground with this
project, his first feature drama narrative.
Dystopia: 2013 is a film about the mythical and mysterious cataclysm which befalls mankind on December 21st, 2012 and what happens next. Centered
around 4 characters, each with a back story of what
their life was like before it all came crashing down,
the film depicts life for these characters as they struggle for survival and strive to discover the cause all the
destruction
http://countzeecom.ipage.com/2013.html

Directed by Napoleon Jones, Stag Night of the Dead
has been likened to ‘The Hangover’ meets ‘Shaun of
the Dead’. After headlining the Newport International
Film Festival, where it won 'Best Film', this zom com
was selected to be showcased on UK TV's Horror Channel as part of their 'Season of the Dead' alongside classic zombie films by Romero and Fulci and premiered
Friday 13th April.
The film follows a group of friends embarking on a wild
bachelor party which involves a PVC clad stripper, lots
of beer and game where they get to shoot captured
zombies. After breaking the golden rule of the game,
they find themselves in a fight for survival and suddenly getting to the church on time is the least of their
problems...
Stag Night of the Dead DVD is available to buy now
on Amazon (http://amzn.to/snotd-dvd-us) or
download on iTunes (http://bit.ly/snotd-us-itunes).
Official Website: http://www.stagnightofthedead.com/

ZWOS has got legs…
Firstly, the sequel to global
cult comedy horror movie
ZOMBIE WOMEN OF
SATAN is shooting this
summer in the North East of
England... the makers are
stocked up now with lovelies
and the cameras will soon
be rolling…
Secrecy surrounds the filming, but whatever happens
its going to be girls and gore
galore…
Secondly, Zombie Women of
Satan is on general DVD
release in the UK, USA, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand... it took Cannes 2010 by storm... and has
been shown numerous times on UK and American
horror TV channels ...
So if Pervo the has yet to capture your heart, check
out ZWOS before he rips it out…
www.zwosthemovie.com
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Zombies needed in Devon!!!
My name is Stuart Fitzsimmons I
am a film maker from Devon,
with a passion for zombie films, a
few months ago I was reading a
comic and I decided to make in to
a short film, I emailed the writer
and he was kind enough to get
back to me with a resounding,
“Yes you can film it that would be
brilliant”, and I have been in constant contact since. So I
now have permission to film an actual comic that is in
circulation, called “Job Satisfaction”. Job Satisfaction is
a comic book written by Gary William Crutchley its a
four page comic about two guys on a roof top in a
zombie apocalypse, one guy is taking pot-shots with a
rifle and enjoying his new life the other isn't enjoying
himself at all. You can find the strip in a book called
“The Mammoth Book of Zombie Comics” it will be
filmed in Newton Abbot, Devon at the cattle market
(which is a ten minute walk from the train station and

very easy to find) on July 1st 2012 at
3pm. I need all the zombies I can
get, but sadly this is an unpaid job
there will be food (in the form of
snacks) and drink available on
site. There is a motion storyboard
on youtube http://
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RYQUd9ruy3Q
please check it out . its the comic its self animated and
voiced there is also a Facebook group you are welcome to join https://www.facebook.com/
groups/389175211123127/ on here you can see the progression of the film and post your own opinions and
ideas to what you would like to see in it. If you can help
in any way then please contact us through the Facebook Page...

Thanks for reading...

Stuart Fitzsimmons

UNDEAD AIRSOFT... Wild Frontier...
UNDEAD Games from FRONTIER AIRSOFT.

These games are a little different from our normal
games at FRONTIER and will be a separate story line
from the ongoing FRONTIER UNIVERSE.
This story revolves around an alternate undead world
where zombies have risen and taken over. Our games
are set 3 months after the first outbreak and revolve

around the FRONTIER OUTPOST and the survivors
that have banded together there.
Survivors from all over are forming a society, whose
goal is to try and live through the apocalypse.
Times are hard and getting harder as the group’s numbers swell daily. Desperate people arrive looking for
shelter and refuge from the horrors occurring all over
the country. Food, medicine and ammo are getting
scarce...
The number of infected increases with each passing
week as the undead migrate out of the cities in search
of prey. Their only option for survival is to go on foraging runs to try and restock their supplies, however this
means facing the undead and leaving their camp unguarded ....
So if you fancy getting together with some friends and
perhaps blowing chunks out of the undead so that you
and friends could survive then get in touch with the
guys at Frontier.
http://www.frontierairsoft.co.uk/frontierofthedead/
index.html
Email : info@frontierairsoft.co.uk

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
13,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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walking dead on the bass guitar
Have you ever wondered how
AMC's The Walking Dead would
act on Valentine's day? Zombies
Have feelings too, you know!
This is Rans tribute to this amazing
show (and comics).
Ran Mussman's Bass Orchestra : All
sounds (except vocals) were made using a Bass guitar. No Drums,
Guitars, keyboard or MIDI sounds were used. Arranged and performed by Ran Mussman. http://youtu.be/93cowprdo4s

Kids eating kids? Check it out...
‘We are what we eat’
When 15 year old Sam
Toller saw kids coming
to school and thought
“what if they were all
zombies?” there was
no way he could have
known that 8 months
later he would helm a
zombie movie with
international appeal.
Some call him passionate, others a zealot,
but after writing the
script, Sam felt ready
to crack the shell of this
project and make the
film.

Bearne (Renaissance, An American Werewolf in Paris)
and his son, Roland Bearne (Sherlock Holmes vs Jack
the Ripper) joined the cast the momentum of was
born.
Darien subsequently secured Stuart Dye (Director of
Photography) and Carlos Badosa (Sound) who soon
brought their respective chops to the fore. With the
support of Make-Up Artist Alex Whelpton, Darien secured the support of 4 talented assistants from Greasepaint Make Up School. With the kind support of Sam’s
parents in the absolutely essential Catering Department, a date was set and production began.

No-one could have foreseen that over 2 days in July
2011, Sam and the crew would shoot a record 220 shots
with 27 zombie extras in 6 locations... It’s safe to say
that for the crew this was the hardest shoot they had
done to date but also one of the most rewarding. The
On approaching producer Darien Davis, he received
sheer volume of shots might have daunted others but
numerous notes and the recommendation of the new, ultimately appealed to their killer filmmaking instincts
current title. A week later, after returning from Cannes, and compelled them to achieve the mammoth task of
Darien was given 310 hand-drawn storyboard images getting the shots in the can.
by Sam. With this level of commitment the project was
ready to go.
After 6 months of additional dialogue recording, editing and grading, the cast and crew have produced a
With extensive development and preparations in hand, work they are proud of, celebrated for its brilliant
Darien and Sam set about securing a strong cast and
make up, audacious sound design and tight, terrifying
crew. Sam’s own modelling had introduced him to Lucy atmosphere.
Joyce (Bridget Jones Diary 2, Gone Fishing, Waking the
http://wearewhatweeatthemovie.tumblr.com/
Dead) who quickly joined as the lead role. Once Chris
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Before dawn is on the horizon
Before Dawn was born from an
argument between husband
and wife, Dominic Brunt and
Joanne Mitchell. The films original concept came from 2 opposing opinions of what makes
a good zombie movie and
what frequently makes a bad
one. What's missing and what
needed adding to.
The idea was to give a depth to
the characters involved and tell
a story which would captivate,
build and intrigue, without forgetting it's core purpose
which was to entertain the gore hounds and fulfil the
thrill seekers. Before Dawn was in pre-production for
more than a year while money, a crew, special effects,

cast and a gap in everyones
calendar was found. Marc Price
(Colin, Magpie, Way of the
Monkey's Claw) joined as Executive producer and Helen
Grace (Left Films) joined as
producer early in 2011 with
filming commencing in June.
Marc Illis, novelist and screen
writer had built the working
screenplay following the structure of the original idea by
Joanne and Dominic. Before
Dawn is proud to be part of a British Horror Movie resurgence which has strong drama at its heart while
never apologising for being part of the Horror genre

www.beforedawnmovie.com

www.zombieshop.co.uk
GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
13,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Welcome to garys... DEADWORLD...
WORDS WITH GARY REED: Zombie Times Exclusive.

explaining things. That necessitated concentrating on just a
few characters but in my
mind, they’re the major ones.

How long has Deadworld been around and what
makes it different than so many other zombie comics or
The remnants of a small outzombie tales in general?
post are holding out against
Deadworld was originally published in the mid-1980’s by Ar-

King Zombie and his army
and then we find out why the
King is not just tearing them
up---which he could—and
that’s because he’s running
out of food for his army. He
needs more people so he is
trying to capture humans instead of killing them so he can
keep the breeding farms going. See, he thinks ahead. At
the same time, a group of
lepers who were victims of
some experiments are almost
invisible to the zombies beAs far as being different, of course, it has zombies in it and
cause of their decayed flesh.
there has always been considerable play of humans adjusting They are the humans’ best
to this new world. And as one of the lead characters, Dan,
hope…so it is the dying versus the undead… or the dead versaid, it isn’t the zombies you have to watch out for, it’s the
sus the near dead.
other humans.
But the biggest difference is King Zombie and the other intelligent zombies. There aren’t many of them but King Zombie When is the series coming out?
It will be five issues and ALL five will ship in August of 2012.
has a mission and a plan, so he directs the undead like an
army. That makes them a lot more dangerous because they It’s IDW’s event book of the month and since August has five
New Comic Days in it, each week will have a new issue of
aren’t just the mindless hordes of zombies milling about.
Sure, there’s some of those as he can’t control them all but he Deadworld: War of the Dead. I hope it works out. But
they’re doing some special promotions and producing varitakes deliberate and forceful action.
ant covers so they seem like they’re pushing it. For fans that
want to make sure they get the complete set, on the Deadworld website, www.deadworld.info, they can grab a Reservation form and turn it into their shop to make sure they get
all five issues.
row Comics but they folded after a couple of years. Caliber
picked it up with issue 9, I think, and then published some 50
issues through the 1990’s. The book went on hiatus as it was
signed up with George Clooney’s company as a film and so
didn’t want to venture too far from what the movie was
going to be. But Warner Bros. pulled out so Deadworld was
relaunched with Image in the series, Requiem for the World.
It was a reboot since it had been awhile since the last issue.
Everything since has been built on the rebooted series which
was Frozen Over, Slaughterhouse, and now War of the
Dead. In between, there’s been some original graphic novels
like Deadworld Chronicles and The Last Siesta that don’t
factor into the continuity.

How much can you tell us what Deadworld: War of the
Dead is about?
It’s sort of a culmination of everything that’s gone on so far
and brings everything to a head. But at the same time, it is
very reader friendly in that new readers can come right in
without having any history of the previous storylines. I was
very careful not to assume that readers knew anything but
at the same time, didn’t want to bog it down with narration

Deadworld is gearing up for a lot of things. There’s the trading card set coming out from Breygent this summer, a new tshirt is coming out, in the process of working with game developers for a game, and of course, the movie with script
from David Hayter who wrote Watchmen and X-Men. That
option was just renewed so if they’re spending that kind of
money, things look pretty positive.

www.deadworld.info

Competition Time
To win box of DEADWORLD goodies then check out
the comp inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

Three Men... One Mission... Need Help with HORROR ???
http://www.darkwatersentertainment.com/
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Zombie Gaming... – Board Games...
Zombies and gaming go together
like George A. Romero and the
phrase ‘of the Dead’. Long ago zombie gaming involved sitting down at
a table and interacting with people,
face to face, in real time. It’s still
awesome.
Want to play out the apocalypse
with friends, but are new to gaming?
Board games are a great place to
start.
Zombies!!! is a classic. Battle through
a zombie infested city and make it
to the escape helicopter. Flavorsome
artwork and simple, repetitive
gameplay makes this a superb gateway game, especially for
non-gamers. The tile-based board changes every game and
Zombies!!! has the widest range of add-ons in the genre, including: undead dogs, zombie clowns and a shopping mall so
there’s incredible replay value.

Zombie Survival: The Board Game is a modern take on the
Night of The Living Dead and demands more strategic play.
Gather your provisions, keep the zombies from tearing down
your barricades and deal with issues such as power outages,
contaminated water, sickness and fatigue. How long can you
feed your family and keep them healthy?
All Things Zombie, based on Ed
Texiera’s award winning tabletop
game, is an in depth immersive
gaming experience. The box contains everything required for
quick one-off games, complex
scenarios and campaign play.
Each of the co-operative, competitive and solo modes are
genuinely engaging challenges.
Find Zombie Shop on facebook,
follow Zombie Shop on twitter
and read the latest on the
Zombie Shop Blog.

A living from the undead...
Greeting Rotted Hordes... How will you survive the
zombie holocaust? I question that is close to my heart.
My name is Roze Thorn and I am a cadaver connoisseur, flesh fanatic or lil ZOMBIE FAN. My love affair
with zombies began at the age to nine when I and a
few friends watched with relish the original Dawn of
the Dead. Thus beginning my passion with the undead
flesh eating kind.... ZOMBIES. Incidentally my favourite
flick and my favourite Director is, of course, George
Romero.
The change from Zombie fan
to zombie extra came about
in 2008. I was cast as a flesh
eater in Stag Night of the
Dead. The two days filming
was intensive but very rewarding and fun. Watch this
movie for giggles and grossness aplenty. My next appearance as a zombie was
on This Morning last year.
My performance was toned
down for daytime TV and no
biting was permitted. I have
also modelled as the walking

dead many times.
The latest gore masterpiece
to rave about is The Walking
Dead TV programme. After
reading the graphic novels
watching the story unfold on
TV is so exciting. My favourite character in the novel is
Michonne and on the TV
show is Daryl. The Governor
will be one to watch out. I
also have a soft spot for
World War Z by Max
Brookes and look forward to
the movie release in 2013.
The idea of zombies running scare the intestines out of
me as on 28 day later and the new Dawn of the Dead.
Cardio cardio cardio if this is the case I am dinner. Remember check out your exit route and see you on the
other side of the war. I will be the one with the cross
bow and zombies on leads, or one of the zombies ripping into your neck.
https://www.facebook.com/rozethorn
https://www.facebook.com/kelly.loves.makeup SFX
https://www.facebook.com/mark.photoartist photos
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wishing for the zombie apocalypse?
We've teamed up with Wish.co.uk to
offer the chance to win 2 tickets to the
Zombie Manor House, located in
Greater Manchester.
This terrifying experience takes place
across 75 acres including inside the
Manor House and surrounding areas
whereby you will come face to face
with hordes of zombies!
You will be given weapons and basic training to
survive and to make it out alive you will require
skill, speed, tactical thinking and nerves of steel!
Something has gone very wrong in deepest, darkest
Cheshire. And I’m not talking about Hollyoaks. A top
secret government facility, housed in a spooky, abandoned manor house where they did weird experiments
and stuff has suddenly dropped off the radar. The scientists have vanished and there have been reports of
shuffling and groaning.
It’s up to you and the rest of ‘Grey Squadron’ to take
instruction and investigate. But beware, as the facility
has inexplicably been over-run with the undead, more
interested in devouring fresh human brains than
enjoying the exquisite tapestries of the East Wing, or
trying the courgette quiche in the snack bar. It is down
to you and the rest of the team to batter these reanimated blaggards back into Hades.
You’ll be trained in all aspects of zombie hurting by a
large man who is adept at shouting. Once these
techniques have been driven into your clammy little
mind, you’ll be let loose in this home which will soon be

less than stately.
You’ll need all your
skill, cunning and
memories of numerous zombie films to
survive and vanquish.
Upstairs and
downstairs you’ll
trawl the fearsome,
abandoned halls, not
knowing what lurks
behind those
ornamental
balustrades and
praying it isn’t one of
those shuffling,
unpatriotic goons of
Satan. Over two
hours, using weapons and hand-to-hand combat you’ll
battle these vile, not quite dead monsters, who frequently litter, disregard parking ordinances and rarely
vote. If you hate the dead as much as I do, especially
those obnoxious dead types who simply insist on coming
back to life and
trying to eat you, then grab a weapon, gird your loins
and head to Cheshire for this spectacular zombie
fighting experience in an abandoned manor house.
This experience will last around 4 hours and
promises to be an adrenalin-fuelled, blood soaked
survival horror event unlike anything that you
have experienced before. The Zombie Manor House
experience takes place on selected weekends and is
only suitable for those over the age of 16.
Wish.co.uk is an experience day website, which has
become renowned for its variety of Zombie Events!

Find out More at:
http://wish.co.uk/adrenaline/zombies/

Competition Time
To win these Tickets check out the comp inside the
back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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The walking dead board game review
one we have to wait for… The game can be quick to
play and therefore has its advantages over some of the
other genre games too, some of which can get a bit too
bogged down especially if you have sank a few sherberts prior to playing…
It plays like a flesh eating version of Ludo, you start on
the middle and have to make your way round the
board as one of the main characters from the TV show
and have to travel round the board visiting various
locations, using your equipment (Scrounge Cards) your
Allys (Hit Points) and your special abilities… You do
have to fight Walkers and once your allies are gone
and you get bit then its Deadsville here I come… Then
you become one of the Walkers and get to eat your
friends by using cards to slow ‘em down and make ‘em
lose weapons right at a vital time… and weapons do go
and are not replaced so things go down hill really
quickly like they would during a real apocalypse…

The Walking Dead Board Game screams quality from
the moment you crack open the box… The first thing
that you will notice is that the board is a fabric one
The game is good to play, not complicated and enjoyed
with a rubber base, kind of like a mouse mat but big- by folks who have not seen the TV show so is recomger… It does mean that it should last longer than a nor- mended to all 100%...
mal board and it also makes me wonder why more
people have not done this before… Seems like a good
http://www.travellingman.com/product/39399/
idea although no one has spilt anything on it yet, that’s
THE_WALKING_DEAD_TV_SERIES_BOARDGAME

Dare to Wear
Clothing?
Dare to Wear Clothing really needs a mention... Its a UK
clothing company providing some quality Tees, etc with
quality things on them and unlike a pile of other sites,
they are bloody reasonably priced to... Based in Newcastle the site is ace too... Just select your Tee and size and
you can even simply pay with PAYPAL... Simples... They
have given us a couple of Zombie Evolution Tees for you to
win... So get entering...

Competition Time
To win this Zombie Tee check out the comp inside
the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
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Attack of the Vegan Zombies
http://braindamagefilms.com/dvd/horror/zombie/attack-of-the-vegan-zombies/
A married couple hires a college professor and a group of students to help them harvest a
bountiful crop of grapes at their vineyard. Unbeknownst to them, a spell gone wrong has
given the grapes life - and now that they have it, they are attacking everyone and turning
them into vegan zombies. They retreat to
the house only to realize that it has
become a prison. Unable to flee or call
for help, they must stand and fight the
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comps
vegan zombies the only way they can
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
by facing the zombies in their own
fields.

Competition Time

PROMISCUVILLE:... RISE OF THE DEAD
Author Chris Wade brings us a thought provoking slice of intense character driven
zombie horror, taking in greed, lust, deceit, crime, sin, fate, evil and repentance. The
story examines the possibility of too much evil boiling over to cause a hellish scene of
apocalyptic mayhem.
Promiscvuille represents everything that can possibility go wrong in society. It is a
town of crime, looting, violence, debauchery and sleaze. But according to Beth Almond, who claims to have witnessed the cannibalistic slaughter of her husband Billy,
the real badness hasn’t even started yet. She tells trusting psychiatrist Dr Hurst that
the town will fall victim to the kind of vicious uprising it has really been asking for.
While the authorities claim her theories are a transparent cover for her guilt, more
and more people of the town are meeting increasingly violent ends. As the murders
spread, they one day reach breaking point, and it appears that hell has risen in Promiscuville.
The dead are roaming the streets, all with an uncontrollable appetite for the flesh of
the living, who in turn when bitten join this grotesque mass army themselves. Amidst
the chaos, a small group of survivors attempt to flee the doomed town, but this
proves to be more difficult than they had hoped. Is it their fate to meet a devilish end
after living such devilish lives?
Promiscuville: Rise of the Dead is Wade’s first horror fiction
book. He has previously written more comedic titles,
including Cutey and the Sofaguard (which was narrated
by actor and comedian Rik Mayall as an audiobook), and
his non fiction work has focused on film and music, with
Malcolm McDowell On Screen and Hugh Cornwell The
Hoover Dam Companion. Wade also writes and edits the
arts publication Hound Dawg magazine.
The book is available now on Amazon as an audiobook,
Kindle ebook and paperback book.
http://wisdomtwinsbooks.weebly.com/books.html

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:
http://4d4films.com/films/in-the-event-of-a-zombie-attack/
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Dead pleasures... Music to die for...
Do you hear dogs howling? The dream has
come.
The room is filled with
mist. From the thick
cloud, red eyes glare
and ashen faces come
closer and closer, their
breath on your face
and their music in your
ears.
Rising from the graveyards of Telford in 2005, the four
decomposing composers known as Dead Pleasures are
infecting the world with their first full-length album.
Featuring fan favourites 'Nightmare' and 50s doo-wopstyle 'Moonlit Night/Nocturnal Love', A Symphony Of
Horror has crooning hooks, 3-part haunting harmonies
and relentless high energy. As it bleeds from the speakers, be warned: the dead shall live again.
Forever doomed to write, record and wander the earth

executing eve after eve of musical ceremonies, Dead
Pleasure' virus is spreading. Featured on 2009's globally
released 'The Sound Of Horror' compilation and having
played alongside American horror punks Blitzkid and
Michale Graves, Dead Pleasures' next auspicious release
will be their Halloween EP, so beware! Without Dead
Pleasures, you're better off dead. Listen to the children
of the night.
The debut full length album - A Symphony Of Horror –
is out now and can bought from....
http://www.deadpleasuresuk.bigcartel.com/
Find out more at... http://www.facebook.com/pages/
Dead-Pleasures/390289632164

Competition Time
To win a copy of this CD then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

Last night on earth... Grab your dice?
When night begins to fall on the
sleepy town, the shadows and fog
rolling in bring with them more than
just a chill shiver.
A living nightmare erupts as the once
peaceful community is overrun with
the restless dead…scratching and
clawing their way to the surface with
an insatiable hunger for human flesh.
Now only a handful of unlikely Heroes are left, banding together to
fight for their very lives. On a night
that never ends, the only thing worse than death… is
becoming infected.
Last Night on Earth, The Zombie Game is a fast-paced
game of brain-eating Zombies, small town Heroes, and
horror movie action. Players take on the role of either
the Heroes, working together to make it through the
night; or the Zombies, unending waves of undead
spreading over the town like a plague.

Featuring a modular board, eight
Heroes to choose from, and several
different Scenarios to play that
drastically change the game, Last
Night on Earth is designed to create
a cinematic feel as the story and
game unfolds.
So put down that popcorn, grab
your shotgun, and hide your brain;
the Zombies are coming and this
could be your Last Night on Earth!
http://www.travellingman.com/product/25630/
LAST_NIGHT_ON_EARTH

Competition Time
To win this awesome zombie game check out the
comp inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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Strange Zombies,
Part 16

Send us more pics of yo
ur strange
zombies, we need to see
th
and we need to see them em
NOW!!!
Pics of zombies on the bu
s, using
a toilet (well perhaps no
t) or
SUPPING F**KING WIN
E at the
Day of the Undead, we
want
your strange zombie
images NOW!!!

Our biggest comp yet! Surviving the dead
Surviving The Dead is the
new book detailing an incredible story, of making a zombie
film... 'The Dead' is the stand
out zombie film of the past few
years, unique in its perspective,
but there is a story out there
that almost overshadows ‘The
Dead' and that is the story of it
being made... Illness, corruption,
corrupt police and insanity all
during the filming of this African
filmed genre masterpiece... So
director Howard J Ford, who
directed his first feature film at 21 (‘Mainline Run')
thought he was ready but none of this prepared him
for what would unfold on his third feature film 'The
Dead.' The book about the filming is now available....
The PRIZE IS UNIQUE... A theatrical poster signed
by the writer and directors of 'The Dead' the Ford
Brothers themselves. PLEASE NOTE: This is a bloody
rare theatrical poster and it has been signed by both of
the Ford Brothers and was donated to Terror4fun by
Howard Ford himself... This a bloody UNIQUE item and
a unique chance to get your blood stained hands on
it...

Competition Time
To win THIS AMAZING PRIZE then check out the
comp inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
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When there’s no more room in Hell
by Luke Duffy
Ex-Para Luke Duffy is the author of the frighteningly
realistic zombie novel, ‘When there’s no more room in
hell’ and it’s the first of a three part series of fictional
books based in a post apocalyptic world and leaving a
group of people fighting for survival. Filled with action,
horror, suspense, humour and drama, it is a saga to suit
all tastes. http://www.lukeduffybooks.com/

against the onslaught of the dead.
Luke Says… I have deliberately gone in to the detail of

many of the events. Describing the sights, the sounds
and the feeling’s of what the people are experiencing.
Many of the books on this genre that I have read tend
to give a rough brushing over of what happens to a
body when it is dead or how it actually feels to be in
battle. I have forcefully indulged these matter’s, with
gruesome but necessary explanations of how it would
feel to be bitten by another human being, of the nerves
before a fight and the sick sinking sensation followed by
euphoria afterward, the sounds of bullet’s and explosion’s close by and the effect they have on a person.
A conscious effort has been made to keep the dialogue
as genuine as possible. The intelligence, social standing,
sensitivity and even the age of individual’s are reflected
in what they are saying and how they are saying it
throughout the story. Also, humour, which is an integral
part of human nature, is brought to the fore on many
occasions. Whether it is the black humour of the soldier
or the innocent joking of the children, it all helps to give
a diverse perspective of the narrative.

I have included overview chapters to enable the reader
to grasp the scale of what is happening and the effect it
is having on the rest of the world. Some, come in the
form of an objective and extracted narrative and others, are given as news reports and government announcements outlining details and situations across the
world. I have refrained from making any reference to
the previous movies and literature of this genre in the
hope that it would give the characters more believability in their reactions and how they deal with matters as
well as the overall effect the plague has on civilization.
In ‘When there's no more room in Hell’ there is no such
Mankind is on the brink of extinction. A deadly plague thing as George A. Romero and the concept of the
sweeps the globe like a tsunami causing the dead to dead returning to life, is completely alien and as a rerise and prey on the living. ‘When there’s no more room sult, all the more horrific.
in Hell’ is a horror/action set in a post apocalyptic world
filled with suspense, drama, humour, grief and action.
While one brother fights his way home through the horrors and confusion of a savage landscape from the
‘Meat Grinder’ that is Iraq, the other finds himself as the
leader of a rag-tag band of survivors striving to survive

Competition Time
To win a copy of this book then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
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Zombie Tarot... Need a reading...
An Oracle of the Undead
with Deck and Instructions
Both tarot cards and zombies have been around for
generations, and both are
welcomed eagerly by enthusiasts – so here are the
two combined! In a sturdy boxed set, all 78 cards of the
tarot have been re-interpreted in line with the zombie
apocalypse, with Wands becoming Shotguns, Pentagrams are BioHazard symbols, Swords are bladed
weapons, etc. Fully functional, with original full-colour
artwork for both Major and Minor Arcanda, and full
and detailed instructions on how to perform readings
The Zombie Tarot will appeal to any and all – zombie
fans, tarot believers, pop-culture lovers, teenagers, horror fans, or those looking for an original gift idea! Let
the dead rise up and divine your future with this pack!

Zombie Youth:
Playground Politics
A novel by H.E. Goodhue... What will
the survivors do when everyone over
the age of twenty suddenly dies in a
viral outbreak? Worse yet, what will
they do when the dead refuse stay
dead? A group of students is left
trapped in their school as the adults
they once relied upon suffer strange
symptoms and die, only to return and
feed. With no guidance or supervision
the students are left to recreate society as they see fit. But not everyone shares their vision of the future...This is the first novel in a new series
following a group of survivors struggling to stay alive
in a world where there are things far worse than
zombies. http://www.severedpress.com/

Competition Time
To win a copy of this book then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

Competition Time
To win a copy of this set then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
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ZOMBOOBIES! (a.k.a. OPAI-ZUKI-ZOMBIE!)
ZOMBOOBIES! is a Sexy Japanese Horror Comedy filmed in
Los Angeles, Ca in the winter
of 2011. Starring an entirely
Asian cast shot in Japanese
and intended for the international market. The film is currently in post-production with
a release date planned for
later in 2012.
While conducting experiments
to create "the perfect breasts"
a group of doctors are transformed into EVIL MUTANT
CREATURES with an unstoppable hunger for BOOBIES!
See hot action women fight to keep their perfect
breasts out of these evil doctors’ mutant hands!!!
THE FILM MAKERS include:
FRANCOIS FUJIMOTO: ZOMBOOBIES! is the feature
film debut of Director Franky Fuji. Franky is the son of
a French fashion model and a Japanese business man.
Raised by his globe trotting mother, Franky developed
a love for the films of his Father's homeland from
spending much of his youth in Liberdade, the worlds
largest “Japan Town” in São Paulo, Brazil.
In his late 20’s Franky made a life changing trip to Tokyo where he realized his true destiny! "To make the

world’s best Japanese horror comedy movies; full with
giant monsters and giant-er breasts." ZOMBOOBIES! is
the first of many such films soon to arrive from this talented new film maker.
MIKE L TAYLOR: Executive Producer and Co-Director
(B-Unit and FX Shots) A Veteran Reality TV Director
and Dp for the past six years Mike has also owned and
operated “pretend for real studios” a boutique animation and digital fx studio. “When Franky contacted us
and described his movie we were very excited to be a
part of it! I don't think any of us realized exactly how
involved we would become. I am still picking boobs
and bloody mutants out of my hair!!"
www.zomboobies.com
http://youtu.be/Fy6TsNNoL3w

Redneck Carnage and the Zombie Figures Pack
The creators of Dystopia 2013 and the awesome
Redneck Carnage have not only produced
some quality movies, but some of the greatest
tees of all time, but now they are branching out
again into zombies that would fit in your
pocket !!! BOZO the clown and his friends can
fit in your pocket and eat the shit out of
anyone you don’t like so take the easier way of
becoming a zombie master and check these
figures out...

Count Zee and those film-making zombie-philes at
Zomular now have Zombie Figure Packs on their
website, but you can win one now from us....
http://countzeecom.ipage.com/rnc.html

Competition Time
To win a copy of this book then check out the comp
inside the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
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Bong of the Dead... DVD at Last
It s Stoners vs Zombies in this Cheech & Chong style pot-head zombie comedy! The world might be in the grip of the zombie apocalypse, but all stoners
Edwin and Tommy are worried about is getting their next dope hit. When
the undead attack, they discover that mashed-up zombie makes the most
excellent fertiliser for their marijuana crop, inducing the sort of superpowerful high most pot-heads could only dream of.... Zombie brains + cannabis = super weed!
With their gorgeous friend Leah in tow, the trio venture into the Danger
Zone, which is over-run by the undead, to try to bag some more zombie
brains - and try not to get eaten or lose their high in the process.
"A micro-masterpiece,
with a ton of heart… and
brains, and severed limbs!
Has cult hit smeared all
over it" --Rue Morgue

Competition Time
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
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THE FLESHKRAFTER...
I MAKE DEAD THINGS...
When I was 8 years of
age, my father bought
me an 8mm projector
and a copy of The
Bride of Frankenstein.
One year later, it was
worn out ,full of burn
holes and my fingers
were full of mechanical
teeth marks where I
had tried to stop it to
see things in more detail. I was hooked. 46
years later I now spend
my time locked in my
workshop, with endless
horror movies playing,
as I allow my damaged
imagination to run riot with other peoples sense of taste
and decency. I’m old enough now to not give a shit.
My success on E-bay means I was able to give up work
over a year ago and cultivate my disturbed side. Isn't
life wonderful? http://www.ebay.co.uk/sch/
thefleshkrafter/m.html
Or leave me some feedback on my Facebook
page...http://www.facebook.com/#!/pages/
Thefleshkrafter/169340286526558
I have spent my life as a serious artist, making display models of dinosaurs and giant insects for museums all over the world and I will continue to do,
whenever I am asked. But being able to allow my
imagination to run riot with whatever prop I manage to find at the local boot-fair or charity shops, is
the best feeling in the world.
I sell my work exclusively on E-bay and at occasional
show. I hope to see you all at the next terror4fun

show. Now if you'll excuse me,
I have reached that stage of
decomposition when your internal organs begin to turn to
mush.
I'm going to stick a knitting
needle in my guts to release
the gas...I want to cook my
dinner.

TheFleshKrafter

Competition Time
The FLESHKRAFTER wants to
spread his Dead Things as much as
possible and so he has given
Terror4fun a couple of prizes...
Here they are there is The 'Face
skin' drying in front of a candle is
life sized at 7" tall and the ‘Heart
Slice’ is 7.5" in diam, and YES its a
real animal heart.
Both have been lovingly
created by The FLESHKRAFTER
himself and you can get your
scabby little paws on them...

Check inside the back cover
for details of this amazing
competition and how to
Enter and Win !!!

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
13,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Yesterday
Directed: Rob Grant
Produced: Scott Mainwood
Six complete strangers are forced to band
together and flee the city when a zombie
outbreak occurs. But after making camp in
the middle of the wilderness, the group
realizes it’s each other they should fear…
“A gritty zombie film with strong scripting
chops, this is The
Little Indie That
Could; a doggedly
determined beast
that, in spite of
being made on a
production budget
of an impossible
$12,000, was
nonetheless shot on
16mm film and
features tons of
crunchy, splatterific
make-up effects,
stunts, a car crash,
the whole nine
yards. And you can
feel the fight in every frame; Instead, they
take on the validating personality of battle
scars, proof that the project defeated
adversity to come tearing out of a very
difficult place, not only surviving to tell the
tale, but doing so with spirit and flair.”
-Mitch Davis, Fantasia Fest
Available NOW from Amazon.com

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

Zombie Make Up Artists
Need Zombies, then get in touch with these folks and tell
them to get their ‘Zombie On’ they make Undead to Order.
Name: Katrina Demeanour
Based: London, Surrey, South-East, UK
Short Films: Plenty incl. Hospital Resurrection, House Party of
the Dead V, High Heels From Hell (various shorts), UltraVixens, Zombie Z
Zombies: WZD London, Zombiecon, Fright Fest 2009
Contact Via: totenengel@zombify.me
Website: www.zombify.me
Name: Paul Ewen
Based: London and all around the UK
Feature Films: Vampires of Bloody Island, The Hollow and
Horrorshow
Short Films: Many including Dead End and Houseparty of the
Dead V
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Frightfest 2007, Frightfest 2009,
Day of the Undead
Contact Via: zomboid2007-shuffle@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.flickr.com/photos/hoof666
Name: Gavin Pate aka Gav’n Gore
Based: Leicestershire, The Midlands, UK
Feature Films: Senior Make Up Artist & FX Creator for Zombie Undead, 2010
Short Films: ZU Trailer, 2008
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Day of the Undead 07-09, Resident Evil Ext.-Photoshoot, Frightfest 2007
Contact Via: cracrapain@yahoo.co.uk
Name: Jayne Hyman
Based: Nottingham, East Midlands
Feature Films: Make-up Lead on 'Zombie Hood' (currently in
production)
Short Films: many, including 'Monday Moaning', 'The Wailing
Well', 'Vermes' and 'The Unwanted Visitor'
Zombies: Nottingham Zombie Walk, Download Festival zombie face-painting
Contact via: jaynehyman@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.facebook.com/pages/Jayne-Hyman-SFXProps-Creative-Services/205618286173465

http://www.amazon.com/Yesterday-Graham-Wardle/dp/
B0043EWN3Q/ref=sr_1_1?s=dvd&ie=UTF8&qid=1285003642&sr=1-1

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
13,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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This Issues Competitions !!!
To enter the competitions, send answers to the following questions to ed@terror4fun.com
Closing dates may vary, so check our website!
Comp 1) Win a Last Survivors Tickets. 'On the website what are the 4 symptoms of being infected?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘LOST SURVIVORS’
***Comp 1b) Another Ticket will be won by someone following Zombie Ed (@ZombieEdUk) on Twitter...***
Comp 2) Win a Box of DEADWORLD Goodies. ‘In the War of the Dead promo video, who is the only hope for the Humans?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘DEADWORLD: WAR OF THE DEAD’
Comp 3) Win a Zombie Manor House Ticket. ‘In the Zombie Manor House Teaser, what type of gun is the last one you see
killing a zombie?’ Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIE MANOR HOUSE’
***Comp 3b) Another Ticket will be won by a member of the Terror4fun Facebook Group...***
Comp 4) Win a Dare to Wear Zombie Tee. ‘On their website, who is the original Gangster?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘DARE TO WEAR CLOTHING’
Comp 5) Win Vegan Zombies on DVD. What are the last two words spoken in the Trailer for this awesome indie feature?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘VEGAN ZOMBIES’
Comp 6) Win a Dead Pleasures CD. On the FACEBOOK Page, in the B&W photos one of them is wearing a Horror Mag
Tee... Which Mag is it from? Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘DEAD PLEASURES’
Comp 7) Win the Last Night on Earth board game. What town is game set in???
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘LAST NIGHT ON EARTH’
Comp 8) Win signed ‘The Dead’ Poster. ‘After shooting the beach scene, where did the 2 day drive take them?' (Answer in
the Extract.) Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘THE DEAD POSTER’
Comp 9) Win Luke Duffys ‘When there’s no More Room in Hell.’ Who was a poor excuse for a man societies eyes? (Samples
on Lukes website.) Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘LUKE DUFFY’
Comp 10) Win a Zombie Tarot Set. ‘Which card is featured on the box for this tarot set?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIE TAROT’
Comp 11) Win Zombie Youth: Playground Politics. Who said "Cover-to-cover apocalyptic thrills and tension - unrelenting."
About this book? Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIE YOUTH’
Comp 12) Win a Zombie Figures set. ‘According to their website ‘What did my Zombie kick?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIES IN MY POCKET’
Comp 13) Win Bong of the Dead on DVD. 'Whose labour of love is this film (i.e Writer, Director, etc)?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘BONG OF THE DEAD’
Comp 14) Win THEFLESHKRAFTERS Goodies. In the Fleshkrafters Wall Photos, what 3 body parts can be seen in the kitchen
clock?’ Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘THEFLESHKRAFTER’
***Comp 14b) The Runners Up Prize will be won by someone ‘liking’ the Fleshkrafters Facebook Page...***

*** These are extra chances to get your blood stained hands of some horror Goodies...***

PLEASE EMAIL US YOUR ANSWERS IN SEPERATE EMAILS. It helps us sort them
out!!! Terms & Conditions can be found on the Terror4fun website.
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Plague of the
A Victorian Cornish tin-mining village
suffers a series of mysterious deaths and the local doctor's old professor,
Sir James Forbes (Andre
Morell), comes to investigate. Graves are
empty, a man who has
just been buried is seen
on the moors and the
Squire is up to his neck in
camp voodoo rituals.
Though containing one
genuinely disturbing
graveyard sequence
involving the undead,

The Plague of the
Zombies is more a feverish black-magic
thriller, the real threat coming from the
malevolent Squire Clive Hamilton (John
Carson) and his upper-class cronies.
Indeed, the portrayal of fox-hunters as
shockingly brutal thugs is

remarkable for 1966, and while the
genre horror is dated, the real horror is
in the extreme class warfare which drives the plot.
Less
famous than Hammer's
Dracula and Frankenstein
films, this is nevertheless a
gripping, stylish picture
from The Studio that
Dripped Blood.
Depending not on gore
but on story, acting and
atmosphere, it continues
the tradition of Val
Lewton's I Walked With a
Zombie (1943) and,
pre-dating The Night of the Living Dead
(1968), it is the last true old-style zombie
classics.
The restored version of the film will be
available on double play from June 18th,
2012... Released by StudioCanal.

